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Abstract
Background: The efficacy–toxicity trade-off based design is a practical Bayesian phase I–II dose-finding methodology.
Because the design’s performance is very sensitive to prior hyperparameters and the shape of the target trade-off contour, specifying these two design elements properly is essential.
Purpose: The goals are to provide a method that uses elicited mean outcome probabilities to derive a prior that is neither overly informative nor overly disperse, and practical guidelines for specifying the target trade-off contour.
Methods: A general algorithm is presented that determines prior hyperparameters using least squares penalized by
effective sample size. Guidelines for specifying the trade-off contour are provided. These methods are illustrated by a
clinical trial in advanced prostate cancer. A new version of the efficacy–toxicity program is provided for implementation.
Results: Together, the algorithm and guidelines provide substantive improvements in the design’s operating
characteristics.
Limitations: The method requires a substantial number of elicited values and design parameters, and computer simulations are required to obtain an acceptable design.
Conclusion: The two key improvements greatly enhance the efficacy–toxicity design’s practical usefulness and are
straightforward to implement using the updated computer program. The algorithm for determining prior hyperparameters to ensure a specified level of informativeness is general, and may be applied to models other than that underlying
the efficacy–toxicity method.
Keywords
Adaptive design, Bayesian design, clinical trial, dose-finding, phase I/II trial

Introduction
In early phase clinical trial design based on a Bayesian
parametric model, the hyperparameter vector e
u that
~ on the model parameter
determines the prior p(uju)
~ is very imporvector u plays a key role. Determining u
tant because such designs must make adaptive decisions
repeatedly based on small to moderate interim sample
sizes. Consequently, the design’s operating characteristics (OCs) are very sensitive to the numerical values
~ In phase I or phase I–II dose-finding trials, the
of u.
adaptive decisions include choosing doses for successive
patient cohorts and deciding whether to stop the trial
early, and the OCs include the selection probability and
sample size for each dose under each of several dose–
outcome scenarios. Discussions of this problem in par~
ticular settings, and various methods for determining u,
are given by Braun and Wang,1 Cheung,2 and Thall
et al.3 (Section 4.3).

The efficacy–toxicity (EffTox) trade-off based
design4,5 is a Bayesian sequentially adaptive procedure
for determining an optimal dose in phase I–II clinical
trials. This design is based on the bivariate binary outcome Y = (YE, YT), where YE indicates efficacy and
YT indicates toxicity. Two key design elements are the
prior and the target EffTox trade-off contour, C, both
of which are based on elicited information. Because the
~ and C, these
design’s OCs are very sensitive to both u
must be specified carefully to obtain an acceptable
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~ is either overly informative or overly
design. If p(uju)
disperse, it may lead to a design with undesirable properties. Denoting
pj, k (u) = Pr (Yj = 1jxk , u)

for standardized doses x1 \ . \ xK and j = E,T,
~ induces priors on the 2K probabilities
the prior p(uju)
{pj,k(u), j = E,T, k = 1,.,K}. These induced priors
have substantive impacts on posterior quantities used
for decision making. A practical difficulty is that it is
~ and C lead to either good
not obvious precisely which u
~ and C have been deteror bad designs. In practice, u
mined in a trial-and-error fashion by guessing values,
~ or C on that basis, and
simulating the trial, modifying u
repeating this until a reasonable design is obtained. The
purpose of this article is to provide a formal basis for
~ and C that is much less time-consuming.
determining u
~ based on
We address the problem of determining u
elicited mean outcome probabilities by exploiting the
idea of prior effective sample size (ESS), introduced by
Morita et al.6,7 We present a general algorithm for
~ that uses the sum of squared differences
computing u
between elicited and actual mean probabilities as an
~ penalized by the difference
objective function of u,
between the prior ESS and a specified target. The objective function is minimized by applying the Nelder–
Mead algorithm.8 While we focus on the EffTox model,
the algorithm is quite general and, in principle, can be
applied to calibrate the priors of other parametric
Bayesian models used for either clinical trial design or
data analysis. The general idea that one should elicit
prior information about outcome probabilities, rather
than about regression coefficient parameters, was
established by Tsutakawa and Lin.9 Formal methods
using this idea to establish priors for generalized linear
models were given by Bedrick et al.10
Denoting a generic pair of probabilities in the unit
square [0, 1]2 by p = (pE,pT), the target EffTox tradeoff contour C of the EffTox design is obtained as a
curve fit to several equally desirable p pairs. This is
used to generate a family of contours partitioning [0,
1]2, which in turn is used to define the desirability,
d(p), of any p in [0, 1]2. For each successive cohort
during the trial, the most desirable dose is determined
by evaluating d at the pair of posterior means
E{(pE,k(u),pT,k(u))|data)} for each dose k. Recently, we
discovered that certain shapes of C produce EffTox
designs that are pathological in that they are not likely
to escalate to higher doses having higher efficacy and
acceptably low toxicity. We address this problem by
providing simple, practical guidelines for specifying C.
We will illustrate the improved EffTox methods with
a phase I–II trial in advanced prostate cancer with goal
to find the optimal dose of a novel targeted peptide to
induce apoptosis in the cancer cells. Part of the rationale for the agent is that obesity is highly associated

with aggressive prostate cancer, although the relationship is complex and not completely understood.
Efficacy is defined as a loss of 10% in body mass
index compared to baseline. Toxicity is defined as any
grade 3 or higher regimen-related adverse event, or a
rise in serum creatinine  40% from baseline. Both
outcomes are evaluated within 28 days from the start
of therapy. A lower limit of 0.50 on the probability of
efficacy and an upper limit of 0.30 on the probability
of toxicity were specified by the investigators.
The idea of representing EffTox trade-offs graphically and using them for trial design has been applied
by Conaway and Petroni11 to specify alternative
hypotheses in phase II trials, Thall and Russell12 for
dose-finding with the trinary outcomes where efficacy
and toxicity are disjoint, and Thall et al.13 to compare
treatments in a competing risks setting. Many phase I–
II dose-finding designs have been proposed.14–17
Reviews of dose-finding methods are given by
Chevret18 and Zohar and Chevret.19
The remainder of the article is organized as follows.
We first review the EffTox design and prior ESS. The
algorithm for establishing a prior is then presented.
The methods are illustrated by application to a phase
I–II clinical trial in advanced prostate cancer, including
a simulation study. Practical step-by-step guidelines
for constructing a design are presented, and we close
with a brief discussion. To facilitate implementation,
a new version of the EffTox program is available
from the website https://biostatistics.mdanderson.org/
SoftwareDownload

Review of the trade-off based design
Given raw doses d1 \ d2 \ . \ dK, to stabilize
numerical computations the standardized doses
xk = log(dk )  K 1

K
X

log(dr )

r=1

are used in the model. Denoting the parameter subvectors uE = (mE,bE,1,bE,2) and uT = (mT,bT,1), the linear
terms
hE, k (uE ) = mE + bE, 1 xk + bE, 2 x2k

and
hT , k (uT ) = mT + bT, 1 xk

determine the marginal probabilities as
pj, k (uj ) = logit1 fhj, k (uj )g

for j = E, T

We require bT,1 . 0 to ensure that hT,k(uT) increases
with dose, but the form of hE,k(uE) allows pE,k(uE) to
be non-monotone in dose. The entire model parameter
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vector is u = (uT,uE,c), where c is a real-valued association parameter. Denote the joint probabilities
p(a, bjxk , u) = Pr (YE = a, YT = bjxk , u)

for a, b = 0 or 1. Suppressing xk and u for brevity, the
joint distribution is
p(a, b) = paE (1  pE )1a pbT (1  pT )1b
 c

a+b e  1
+ (1)
pE (1  pE )pT (1  pT )
ec + 1

Denote the observed data after n patients by
Dn = f(Yi , x½i ),

i = 1, . . . , ng

where Yi = (Yi,E,Yi,T) and x[i] is the dose given to
patient i. The likelihood is
L(Dn ju) =

n
Y

As implemented in the EffTox program, the target
contour C and corresponding family of contours partitioning [0, 1]2 are defined as follows, although alternative constructions may be used.2 Denote three equally
desirable outcome probability pairs p1 = (p1, E , 0),
p2 = (1, p2, T ), and p3 = (p3, E , p3, T ), with p1, E \p3, E
and p3, T \p2, T . While initially these values are elicited
from the physicians, because in practice the practical
consequences of a particular C often are not obvious, C
must be calibrated to obtain a design with good OCs.
In the section ‘‘Practical guidelines for trial design,’’ we
will explain how to do this quickly and effectively. The
desirability function of (pE,pT) = p 2 [0, 1]2 is defined
to be
d(pE , pT ) = 1  k(pE , pT )  (1, 0)kp
(
!p
!p )1=p
pE  1
pT  0
=1 
+
p1, E  1
p2, T  0
ð2Þ

p(Yi jx½i , u)

i=1

and the posterior is
~ } L(Dn ju) 3 p(uju):
~
p(ujDn , u)

Our notation makes explicit the fact that all posterior
probabilities depend on both the data Dn and the fixed
~
prior hyperparameters u.
A fixed lower limit pE on pE(x, uE) and a fixed
upper limit pT on pT(x, uT) must be elicited from the
physician. A dose xk is acceptable if
~  pE, L
PrfpE, k (uE ).pE jDn , ug

and
~  pT , L
PrfpT, k (uT )\pT jDn , ug

ð1Þ

where pE,L and pT,L are fixed cutoffs, usually in the
range 0.05–0.20, with pE,L = pT,L = 0.10 working well
in most settings. The criteria in expression (1) say that,
given the current data, it is not unlikely that xk is efficacious and not unlikely that xk has acceptably low
toxicity. Since these criteria often seem non-intuitive
with the cutoff 0.10, they may be given in the equivalent form that xk is unacceptable if either
~
PrfpE, k (uE )\pE jDn , ug.0:90

where p . 0. We solve d(pE, 3 , pT , 3 ) = 0 for p using the
bisection method, wherein intervals known to bracket
the solution are successively refined. This gives
d(p) = 0 on C with d(p) increasing as p moves along
any straight line from a point in [0, 1]2 to the ideal pair
(pE,pT) = (1,0). To use this structure for dose selection, denote the marginal hyperparameter vectors by
~T with
~E and u
u
~j ) = Efpj (xk , uj )jDn , u
~j g
mj, k, n (u

for j = E,T and k = 1,.,m. The dose with largest
~E ), mT , k, n (u
~T )) among the acceptadesirability d(mE, k, n (u
ble doses is chosen.
In the next section, we describe a method for estab~ from 2K elicited mean outcome
lishing the prior p(uju)
(e)
(e)
=
(m
probabilities m(e)
j
j, 1 , . . . , mj, K ) j = E, T .

Using ESS for penalized prior
computation
As noted above, the following algorithm for establishing a prior that incorporates elicited prior means and
has a given level of informativeness is quite general. In
the following presentation, we present the algorithm in
the context of the model underlying the EffTox method
to make things concrete and also because this application is a central focus of the article.

or
~
PrfpT , k (uT ).pT jDn , ug.0:90

that is, xk is unacceptable if it is likely to be either inefficacious or too toxic. Only acceptable doses are given,
and if all doses are unacceptable, the trial is stopped
with no dose selected.

Prior parameterization
Our method for determining a prior on u is to first
make the practical simplifying assumptions that c ;
N(0,1) and bE,2 ; N(0,0.20) and then use prior ESS to
calibrate the priors of the remaining parameters. We
mj, m , s
~ j,2 m ) and bj, 1 ;N(~
mj, b , s
~ j,2 b ) for
assume mj ;N (~
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j = E,T, since we have found that these hyperparameter values and assumptions give priors that work
well in all settings. Determining the priors of
(mE,bE,1,mT,bT,1) requires specifying numerical values
of the four hyper-means and four hyper-standard
deviations, denoted respectively by
~ = (~
~ T , m, m
~ E, b , m
~ T, b )
m
mE, m , m

and
~ = (~
~ E, b , s
~ T, m , s
~ T , b ):
s
sE, m , s

We also will write these hyperparameters as vectors
rearranged in terms of the outcomes
~j = (~
mj, m , m
~ j, b , s
~ j, m , s
~ j, b ) for j = E, T :
u

~ the hyper-standard
A key point is that, given m,
~ determine the informativeness of the prior,
deviations s
but the precise degree of informativeness cannot be
known from their numerical values per se. For example,
~ j, b = 1 gives a more informative prior
while s
~ j, m = s
~ j, b = 10 for j = E,T, it is not clear prethan s
~ j, m = s
cisely how informative either prior may be, or whether,
~ it will yield a design with good properties.
for given m,
The algorithm given below provides a practical way to
deal with this issue.

Prior ESS
~ is the number of
Intuitively, the ESS of a prior p(uju)
observations that, starting with a vague version of the
~ The definiprior, gives a posterior very close to p(uju).
tion of ESS for regression models given by Morita,
Thall, and Müller (MTM)6,7 may be summarized as follows. Let f(Y|u,X) denote a parametric probability distribution for a random vector Y in a regression model
with covariates X and parameter vector u = (u1,.,ud).
MTM first define an ‘‘e-information’’ prior q0(u) that is
vague in a suitable sense, and then define the ESS to be
the sample size m of outcomes Ym = (Y1,.,Ym) that,
starting with q0(u), yields a posterior qm(u|Ym) very
close to p(u). Formally, for sample Ym = (Y1,.,Ym)
with covariates Xm = (X1,.,Xm), the likelihood is
fm (Ym ju, Xm ) =

m
Y

f (Yi ju, Xi ):

i=1

Let gm(Xm|j) be a sampling model for the covariates
~ The e-information prior, q0 (uju
~0 ), is
with prior r(j j j).
defined by requiring matching means, Eq0(u) = Ep(u),
and correlations, Corrq0(uj,uj0 ) = Corrp(uj,uj0 ), j 6¼ j0 ,
but inflated variances of the elements of u. Given a
sample Ym, the posterior is
~0 , Ym , Xm ) } q0 (uju
~0 )fm (Ym jXm , u):
qm (uju

MTM define the prior-posterior distance as the difference between the traces or determinants of the infor~ and the mean information
mation matrix of p(uju)
~
matrix of qm (uju0 , Ym , Xm ), with the mean computed
with respect to the prior predictive distribution
~ e
j). The ESS is defined as the interpolated
fm (Ym ju,
value of m minimizing the prior-posterior distance. For
a subvector ur of u, the ESS can be determined simi~ In most setlarly in terms of the marginal prior p(ur ju).
tings, the expectation cannot be obtained analytically,
and a simulation-based numerical approximation is
used.
To speed up computation, we will rely on the following method for computing approximate ESS values that
relies on the well-known fact that a beta(a,b) distribution has ESS = a + b. This is done by approximating
the prior of any probability p(u) by a beta(a,b), matching the means and variances, and solving the equations
~ = a=(a + b)
E(pðuÞju)

and
~ = ab=f(a + b)2 (a + b + 1)g
var(pðuÞju)

which gives a + b as an approximate ESS of the prior
~
of p(u) that is induced by p(uju).
We apply this to the EffTox model to obtain approximate ESS values of the marginal priors of (mE,bE,1) and
(mT,bT,1), since we have specified the priors of bE,2 and
c. To do this, we compute the beta-approximated value
u j ) for each j and dose
ESSj,k of the prior of pj, k (mj , bj, 1 j e
k. This gives 2K ESS values, and we use the mean
~j ) = K 1
ESS j (u

K
X

~j )
ESSj, k (u

k=1

over the K doses as an approximate ESS of the marginal
~j ) for each j = E,T. The mean
prior p(mj , bj, 1 ju
~E ) + ESS T (u
~T )g=2 may be considered an average
fESS E (u
marginal ESS. However, it is not necessarily the case that
~E , u
~T ) equals ESS E (u
~E ) + ESS T (u
~T ),
the ESS of p(uE , uT ju
since in general, ESS is not additive over marginals.
Moreover, the ESS of the prior on the entire vector u has
not been determined. We avoid this more complex derivation to speed up computation and facilitate practical
~E ) and
application, since we have found that only ESS E (u
~
~
ESS T (uT ) are needed to calibrate s.

Computational algorithm
~ from the elicited mean out~ s)
We will determine (m,
(e)
come probabilities (m(e)
E , mT ) by exploiting two key
ideas. The first is the fact that the prior means of the
~ The second is that ESS
~ s).
pj,k(uj)s are functions of (m,
is an intuitively straightforward criterion for calibrating
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~ An important technical
the numerical values of s.
point is that even for K = 3 dose levels, there are
2K = 6 elicited means, a number larger than the
dim(~
m) = 4, even after setting m
~ bE, 2 = 0, so any set of
~ would be over-determined.
equations in m(e) and m
While a simple approach would be to use only 4 of the
2K elicited values, this would require discarding elicited
information.
An alternative approach to eliciting the prior means
is to elicit probability intervals for the pj,k(u)s, such as
prior
coverage
intervals
of
the
form
Pr{L \ pj,k(u) \ U} = 0.90, in order to obtain infore . However, this approach might easily
mation about s
lead to overly informative priors that dominate the
data, which could have disastrous consequences during
trial conduct if the physician’s prior optimism about
toxicity turns out to be wrong. The consequences of an
overly informative prior will be illustrated below.
For each j = E,T and k = 1,.,K, the prior mean
outcome probability is
~j ) = Efpj, k (uj )ju
~j g =
mj, k (u

ð

~j )duj :
pj, k (uj )p(uj ju

uj

Recall that the corresponding elicited mean is
denoted by m(e)
j, k . Let ESStarget,j be a targeted prior ESS
~j ). In practice, values between 0.3 and 1.5
for p(uj ju
usually work well, with ESStarget,E = ESStarget,T. An
empirical justification for this range is given in the context of the illustrative application, below. For j = E,T
our objective functions are
~j ) =
f j (u

K
X

~
fm(e)
j, k  mj, k (uj )g

2

k=1

~j )  ESStarget, j g2 +0:02 (~
+ 0:1fESS j (u
sj, m  s
~ j, b )2 :
ð3Þ

~j that minimizes (3) can be found quickly and
The u
easily using the Nelder–Mead algorithm.8 To start the
~ values by solving the linalgorithm, we obtain initial m
ear equations
logitfm(e)
~ j, m + m
~ j, b xk ,
j, k g = m

j = E, T

using the lowest and highest doses, x1 and xK. Applying
e by solving
the delta method, we determine the initial s
the equations

o0 i2


 hn
~j = logit1 m
var pj, k uj ju
~ j, m + m
~ j, b xk

3 s
~ j,2 m + s
~ j,2 b x2k , j = E, T :

Applying the previously noted relationship between
the ESS, a + b, and the mean and variance of a
beta(a,b), we compute the left-hand side of this equation

~j )g = m(e) (1  m(e) )=ESStarget, j + 1). We
as varfpj, k (uj ju
j, k
j, k
do this evaluation for x1 and xK and take the geometric
mean. We obtain the right-hand side of the equation by
doing the evaluation at x1 and xK, and taking the arithmetic mean. Finally, we equate the left- and right-hand
~
sides and solve for s.
The two penalty terms are included essentially to
stabilize the Nelder–Mead algorithm. The penalty term
~j )  ESStarget, j g2 in the objective function (3)
fESS j (u
ensures that the marginal of (mj,bj,1) has the desired
degree of informativeness in terms of the specified
sj, m  s
~ j, b )2 is included
ESStarget,j. The penalty term (~
to ensure that the prior standard deviations s
~ j, m and
s
~ j, b do not have different orders of magnitude, which
can destabilize the Nelder–Mead algorithm and cause
it to fail to converge. As the Nelder–Mead algorithm
approaches its minimum, both penalty terms converge
to 0. The tuning parameters in (3) were determined
empirically. The value 0.1 that multiplies the penalty
u j )  ESStarget, j g2 was determined by examterm fESS j ( e
ining a range of values with the two aims (1) to obtain
results that are robust to the numerical values of elicited means and starting values of the hyperparameters
~j and (2) to reduce the number of iterations to obtain
u
convergence. Similarly, if, for example, the value 0.02
~ j, b )2 is
that multiplies the penalty term (~
sj, m  s
replaced by 1, in many cases, the Nelder–Mead algorithm takes longer to converge. The small value 0.02
~j ) is far from
works well in practice because when fj (u
its minimum, this value avoids problems caused by the
~j ), whereas if fj (u
~j )
~ j, b )2 dominating fj (u
term (~
sj, m  s
~ j, b )2 converges to 0 and
is near its minimum, (~
sj, m  s
thus its tuning parameter no longer matters.

Illustrative application
The doses of the targeted peptide in the advanced prostate cancer trial are d = 1, 2, 4, 6.6, 10 mcL/kg. The
elicited prior marginal mean outcome probabilities for
these dose levels were m(e)
E = (0:20, 0:40, 0:60, 0:80,
0:90) and m(e)
T = ð0:02, 0:04, 0:06, 0:08, 0:10Þ. The maximum sample size was N = 39 with cohorts of size 3, the
first cohort was treated at d = 1, the upper limit on
pT,k(u) was pT = 0:30, the lower limit on pE,k(u) was
pE = 0:50, and the acceptability criterion lower probability cutoffs were pE,L = pT,L = 0.10. These design
elements were chosen by the investigators who organized
the trial.
The values ESStarget,E = ESStarget,T = 0.9 were
used to solve for the prior hyperparameters, which were
~ E, b1 , m
~ T , m, m
~ T , b1 ) = (0:74, 3:42, 7:96, 1:55) and
(~
mE, m , m
~ E, b , s
~ T, m , s
~ T , b ) = (2:54, 2:44, 3:55, 3:50). Note
(~
sE, m , s
that while these particular numerical hyperparameter
values have no intuitive meaning, it is easy to understand the prior ESS 0.9 and elicited prior mean outcome probabilities.
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Figure 1. Two sets of efficacy–toxicity trade-off contours for the phase I–II prostate cancer trial. The contours in the left-hand
figure generated by target C1 are insufficiently steep, and produce a design with poor properties. The contours in the right-hand
figure generated by target C2 produce a design with more desirable properties, as shown in Table 1.

A design initially considered for this trial used the
trade-off contour C1 based on the probability pairs
(0.50,0), (1, 0.30), (0.70, 0.10), illustrated in the lefthand plot in Figure 1. This contour produces a design
that fails to escalate reliably in scenarios where higher
doses have higher pE,k(u) and acceptable pT,k(u). This
is because, as shown in the left-hand plot of Figure 1,
the contours determined by C1 are not sufficiently steep
to give substantially higher values of d(pE,k,pT,k) if
pE,k increases substantially with dose k while pT,k
increases very little. The contours in the right-hand plot
in Figure 1, determined by target C2 based on the
trade-off probability pairs (0.50,0), (1,0.65), (0.70,0.25),
give a design that does not have this pathological property. These contours are sufficiently steep so that they
give a higher desirability to higher doses having higher
pE,k(u) with acceptable pT,k(u), so the algorithm is
much more likely to escalate to more desirable higher
doses.
Table 1 illustrates this effect in terms of the OCs of
two designs for the prostate cancer trial that differ only
in terms of their trade-off contours. The first design
uses C1 , and the second uses the steeper target C2 .
Recall that the desirability function is defined so that
d(p) = 0 on the target contour, so this function may
take on positive or negative values. To facilitate interpretation, the values d+(p) = 100 ed(p) are given in the
tables. The four scenarios in Table 1 were chosen to
illustrate how the method behaves in settings of the
type described above. In all cases, ptrue
T , 5 at the highest
dose k = 5 is within 0.10 of the limit pT = 0:30, with
0:20  ptrue
T , 5  0:40, and pE,k increases monotonically in

k to high values at the two highest dose levels, k = 4,5.
In these scenarios, the contour C1 gives a design that
tends to get stuck at dose levels 3 or 4, while C2 roughly
doubles the selection percentage for the most desirable
dose level 5 in Scenarios 1–3 and increases it from 21%
to 35% in Scenario 4. Note that in Scenario 4, while
ptrue
T , 5 = 0:40 is slightly above the specified upper limit
pT = 0:30, with such small sample sizes, the difference
0.40 2 0.30 = 0.10 is extremely difficult to detect
using any statistical method. In this case, the trade-off
function C2
says that d+(pT,4,pE,4)true = d+
(0.20,0.50) = 73
is
slightly
smaller
than
d+(pT,5,pE,5)true = d+(0.40,0.70) = 79. That is, with
true
C2 increasing ptrue
from 0.20
E from 0.50 to 0.70 and pT
+
to 0.40 gives a small increase in d , so this is a desirable
trade-off. If this is not what is wanted, then a contour
less steep than C2 should be used. However, if one were
to use a contour less steep with slope somewhere
between those of C2 and C1 , the price would be smaller
selection percentages for dose levels 4 and 5 in each
Scenario compared to the design with contour C2 .
A sensitivity analysis of prior informativeness in
~ j, b values that
terms of ESS shows why using s
~ j, m or s
are either too large or too small can produce designs
with very undesirable properties. This is quantified in
Table 2, which summarizes the design’s OCs in four scenarios using three different priors. An essential point is
that the prior affects the stopping criterion in terms of
the marginal posterior of p(xk, uj) for each j = E,T in
(1). The first prior in Table 2 has target ESS = 10 and,
as might be expected, this prior turns out to be overly
informative. The second prior is that which was derived
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Table 1. Dose selection percentages for the prostate cancer trial design using either the problematic target contour C1 or the
sufficiently steep contour C2.
Scenario

Contour

1
C1
C2
2
C1
C2
3
C1
C2
4
C1
C2

Dose level

(pT,k,pE,k)true
Desirability
% Selected
Desirability
% Selected
(pT,k,pE,k)true
Desirability
% Selected
Desirability
% Selected
(pT,k,pE,k)true
Desirability
% Selected
Desirability
% Selected
(pT,k,pE,k)true
Desirability
% Selected
Desirability
% Selected

None

1

2

3

4

5

(0.05,0.20)
44
1
51
0
(0.05,0.20)
44
1
51
0
(0.05,0.20)
44
1
51
0
(0.05,0.10)
36
0
41
0

(0.10,0.40)
54
11
69
3
(0.10,0.40)
54
11
69
3
(0.10,0.40)
54
11
69
3
(0.10,0.15)
32
0
42
0

(0.15,0.60)
68
56
96
31
(0.15,0.60)
68
53
96
31
(0.15,0.60)
68
49
96
28
(0.15,0.20)
29
3
43
1

(0.20,0.80)
87
25
132
49
(0.20,0.80)
87
23
132
39
(0.18,0.80)
93
21
136
32
(0.20,0.50)
45
59
73
47

(0.40,0.90)
55
7
118
16
(0.30,0.90)
77
11
139
25
(0.20,0.90)
108
18
162
36
(0.40,0.70)
34
21
79
35

1
1
1
1
1
1
17
17

Table 2. Dose selection percentages for the prostate cancer trial design using a prior with ESS = 10, 0.9, or 0.02.
Scenario

ESS

1
10
0.9
0.02
2
10
0.9
0.02
3
10
0.9
0.02
4
10
0.9
0.02

Dose level

(pT,k,pE,k)true
Desirability
% Selected
% Selected
% Selected
(pT,k,pE,k)true
Desirability
% Selected
% Selected
% Selected
(pT,k,pE,k)true
Desirability
% Selected
% Selected
% Selected
(pT,k,pE,k)true
Desirability
% Selected
% Selected
% Selected

None

1

2

3

4

5

(0.02,0.20)
53
0
0
1
(0.05,0.10)
41
0
0
1
(0.20,0.60)
89
14
56
44
(0.30,0.10)
28
0
0
0

(0.04,0.40)
76
0
1
4
(0.10,0.30)
57
0
1
4
(0.40,0.62)
67
61
27
25
(0.40,0.30)
35
7
6
0

(0.06,0.60)
111
0
13
15
(0.15,0.60)
96
15
45
26
(0.55,0.65)
57
12
2
1
(0.55,0.60)
51
24
6
0

(0.08,0.80)
160
4
38
9
(0.30,0.62)
79
68
38
18
(0.70,0.70)
50
0
0
0
(0.60,0.62)
49
2
1
0

(0.10,0.90)
190
96
48
68
(0.45,0.65)
66
17
11
34
(0.85,0.75)
44
0
0
0
(0.65,0.65)
48
0
0
0

0
0
3
0
5
17
13
15
30
67
87
100

ESS: effective sample size.

above to have target ESS = 0.9, used for the designs
evaluated in Table 1. In Table 2, under Scenario 1, dose
5 is best based on the trade-off d value, and ptrue =
m(e), the corresponding elicited means. Under Scenario
1, the design with prior ESS = 10 chooses the best
dose 5 with very high probability, essentially because
the prior means equal ptrue. In Scenario 2, where dose 3

is the best, the prior with ESS = 10 degrades performance substantially by biasing the selections toward
dose 5. It chooses the best dose 15% of the time and the
two higher suboptimal doses 68% + 17% = 85% of
the time compared, respectively, to 45% and 49% for
the design with prior ESS = 0.9. The same effect is
seen in Scenario 3, where dose 1 is best but the design
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with prior ESS = 10 has much larger selection percentages for the higher suboptimal doses 2 and 3. The
greatest danger of an overly informative optimistic
prior is that it will cause the posterior to underestimate
toxicity or overestimate efficacy, and thus delay shutting down a trial in a case where all doses are inefficacious or too toxic. This is illustrated by Scenario 4,
where all doses are unacceptable and the early stopping
percentage drops from 87% for the design with
ESS = 0.90 to 67% for the design with ESS = 10. In
particular, the design with ESS = 10 has a 24% chance
of selecting dose 3, which has ptrue
T , 3 = 0:55, compared to
a 6% selection rate for the design with ESS = 0.9.
~ E, b ,
The prior with ESS = 10 has (~
sE, m , s
s
~T , m, s
~ T , b ) = (0:63, 0:58, 0:02, 0:99). These numerical
hyperparameter values have no specific intuitive meaning, other than that they are smaller than the corresponding values (2.54,2.44,3.55,3.50) for the prior with
ESS = 0.90. However, it should not be surprising that
a prior with ESS = 10 is overly informative for a trial
of 39 patients. Thus, the ESS values give a simple, easily understandable way to quantify prior informative~ values.
ness that cannot be obtained from the s
It might seem that one may deal with the problem of
e values,
prior specification by simply using large s
equivalently a small value of ESS, to obtain a putatively ‘‘non-informative’’ prior. This is a mistake that
has undesirable consequences when using Bayesian
designs for early phase trials, since early adaptive decisions are based on very small interim sample sizes. The
numerical integration routine used to compute posteriors by the EffTox program does not converge for the
~ j, b corresponding to very
very large values of s
~ j, m and s
small ESS. Thus, in order to illustrate this case, we used
a different computer program that was tailored to
apply a new extension of EffTox, called the ‘‘late onset
EffTox’’ method, that deals with delayed outcomes.20
This program uses Markov chain Monte Carlo to compute posteriors. We used this program to implement
the EffTox method for very small ESS values by
matching all elements of the design with those given
above, except prior informativeness, and setting
~ j, b = 100 with domain 2300  mj, bj,1
s
~ j, m = s
 300, j = E,T, which gives ESS = 0.02. The OCs in
Table 2 illustrate what can happen if one assumes a
prior with very large hypervariances and thus ESS
value that is too small. This prior causes the pathological behavior that the design is very likely to stop the
trial early in cases where it should not. Specifically, the
design with ESS = 0.02 has extremely high falsenegative rates in scenarios where there are acceptable
doses, with 17% and 30% of trials stopped early incorrectly in Scenarios 2 and 3, compared to 5% and 15%
for the design with ESS = 0.90. In terms of correct
selection rates, compared to the design with
ESS = 0.90, the design with prior ESS = 0.02 has a
larger probability of selecting the best dose level 5 in

Scenario 1, but smaller probabilities of selecting
the best doses in Scenarios 2 and 3. This example illustrates the fact that in this setting, the notion that a
prior with very large variances is ‘‘non-informative’’ in
the sense that it has little effect on inferences is
inappropriate.
Setting s
~ j, m = s
~ j, b = 100 causes the problem of
incorrectly stopping early because the induced priors
~j )s have most of their mass very near 0
on the pj, k (uj ju
or 1. This, in turn, causes the posteriors used by the
early stopping rules (3) to fall below the cutoff 0.10 for
very small early samples. For example, suppose that
the outcomes for the first three patients treated at the
lowest dose k = 1 all are (YE,YT) = (0,0), and the
data for the next cohort treated at k = 2 consist of
two with outcome (YE,YT) = (0,0) and one with
(YE,YT) = (1,1). Based on these six outcomes, the
design with ESS = 0.02 gives the following posterior
dose acceptability criteria probabilities. At the five
doses, the respective efficacy acceptability probabilities
PrfpT , k (uE ).pE jDn g are (0.01,0.09,0.84,0.92,0.94), and
the respective toxicity acceptability probabilities
PrfpT , k (uT )\pT jDn g are (0.99,0.68,0.09,0.06,0.04).
With the early stopping cutoffs 0.10, these probabilities
cause the design to conclude that doses k = 1 and 2
are inefficacious and doses k = 3, 4, and 5 are too
toxic, thus stopping the trial. In contrast, the design
with prior ESS = 0.9 concludes that dose k = 1 is
inefficacious but that all other acceptability criteria are
met, and escalates to dose level k = 3.
Figure 2 provides a graphical illustration of how the
probabilities of correct selection and of incorrectly stopping the trial early vary with ESS, under Scenario 2 of

Figure 2. Probabilities of selecting doses 3, 4, or 5, or stopping
the trial early, under Scenario 2 of Table 2, where doses 1, 2, 3,
and 4 are acceptable and the respective desirabilities of the five
doses based on their efficacy–toxicity trade-offs are 41, 57, 96,
79, and 66.
ESS: effective sample size.
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Table 2. Figure 2 gives Prob(select dose level k) for
k = 3, 4, and 5 and Prob(stop early) plotted as functions of ESS. Selection probabilities are not plotted for
doses k = 1 or 2 since, as shown in Table 2, these probabilities are negligible in this scenario. Since priors with
very small ESS are pathological with high incorrect
early stopping probabilities, as shown in Table 2 for
ESS = 0.02, we consider the range 0.02  ESS  10
in Figure 2. Note that, from Table 2, the respective dose
desirabilities under Scenario 2 are (41,57,96,79,66) for
doses k = (1,2,3,4,5), so dose k = 3 is best, and dose
k = 5 is unacceptable since ptrue
T , 5 = 0:45 is above the
design’s upper limit pT = 0:30. Figure 2 shows that, as
the prior ESS increases beyond about 1.4, the probability of selecting dose k = 4 begins to exceed the probability of selecting the best dose k = 3. At the lower
end of the domain, for smaller values of ESS, the
probability of incorrectly stopping the trial early begins
to become large. Based on these results, and the behavior of similar plots under other scenarios, we recommend priors with 0.3  ESS  1.0. However, in a
given application, it may be worthwhile to perform a
similar sensitivity analysis of design behavior as a function of ESS under one’s chosen simulation scenarios.

Practical guidelines for trial design
The following steps should be carried out in collaboration with the physician or physicians planning the trial.
All necessary computations may be done using the most
recent version of the EffTox computer program.
STEP 1. Determine the disease and trial entry criteria,
treatment, the K doses, and precise definitions of efficacy and toxicity.
STEP 2. Determine the maximum sample size N, which
may be a range of feasible values, and one or more
cohort sizes c, which should be at most 3. Larger K
(more dose levels) requires a larger N, and the maximum number of cohorts, N/c, should be large enough
to explore the K dose levels reliably. N = 24 is roughly
the smallest trial that can be run feasibly using EffTox,
although N = 18 may be feasible for K = 3. Larger N
provides more reliable posterior estimates of all quantities. It should be kept in mind when choosing N that
this design completes both phase I and phase II
simultaneously.
STEP 3. Elicit prior mean probabilities of efficacy and
toxicity at each dose, and probability pairs to determine an initial target contour C. Because it is not intuitively obvious why a C that is not sufficiently steep will
produce a design that may not escalate as desired, this
should be explained carefully to the physician. The
EffTox program interface gives a picture of C that can
easily be modified interactively, and this tool should be
used during the contour elicitation process.

STEP 4. Specify the ESS targets and derive the prior
hyperparameters.
STEP 5. Specify a set of simulation scenarios in terms
of (pE,k,pT,k)true, k = 1, ., K. Conduct a preliminary
set of simulations to help choose and possibly calibrate
the design parameters. This may be done using 100–
400 replications per scenario to save time. Sensitivity
analyses in N, c, and ESS also may be done at this
stage. If appropriate, show these preliminary simulations to the physician to help establish N, c, pT , pE , C,
and the ESS targets.
STEP 6. Iterate some or all of Steps 1–5, if necessary,
until an acceptable design is obtained.
STEP 7. Conduct a final set of simulations, with 1000–
4000 replications per scenario, to establish the design’s
OCs. Include a table of these OCs in the trial protocol,
as part of the design specification.

Discussion
We have provided an algorithm that exploits the idea
of prior ESS to compute prior hyperparameters based
on elicited outcome probabilities. Additionally, we
have provided guidelines for specifying the EffTox
design’s target trade-off contour. Together, the algorithm and guidelines provide substantive improvements
in the EffTox design’s OCs. The algorithm is general,
and may be applied in other settings. It provides a
practical way to avoid priors that are either overly
informative or overly disperse, both of which can lead
to designs with pathological behavior. As our sensitivity analyses show, prior informativeness and consequently design performance vary substantially with the
magnitudes of the hypervariances. Since the numerical
values of these parameters have no intuitive meaning,
ESS is a convenient and intuitive tool for quantifying
prior informativeness.
A simple but important point is that prior informativeness cannot be a function of dim(u) alone, since all
of our sensitivity analyses were conducted in a setting
where dim(u) did not vary. How prior informativeness,
quantified in terms of ESS or possibly some other
~ values, either
index, may vary with dim(u) for given s
under different parameterizations of a given model or
possibly different dose–outcome models, is an interesting related issue.
The simple requirement that the trade-off contour
should be sufficiently steep greatly improves the
design’s ability to escalate in cases where efficacy
increases with dose while toxicity remains acceptable.
A new version of the EffTox computer program for
implementation has been provided. The methodology
is labor intensive, however, requiring a large number of
elicited probabilities and design parameters, as well
as computer simulations to establish an acceptable
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design. Together, these improvements greatly enhance
the design’s practical usefulness.
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